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“The US national budget has exceeded
$3 trillion for the ﬁrst time!”
“President Bush wants to spend $3.1 trillion in the next ﬁscal year. This will increase
our deﬁcit by almost another $1 billion
per day. But even that’s not enough for
Congress, which is throwing a wild porkfest in Washington… even as the US
dollar has plunged by 24 percent in
just two years!”
“Here’s Chapter Five of my new gold
book, discussing our personal and
national debt loads… and why they will
propel gold to $2,500 per ounce!”

H

ow much debt do you have?
If you were asked this question (and were
comfortable giving out such personal information), you might answer it in several ways:

•

Your unsecured ‘consumer’ debt in the form of
credit cards and personal loans.
• Your unsecured debt, plus the balances of your
car loan(s), if you have any.
• Your unsecured debt and car loans, plus your
mortgage debt, if you have any.
These would all be valid answers—but they
would all be incomplete. You owe a lot more than you
probably realize.
Tens of thousands more, in fact.
In this chapter, we’ll discuss the gargantuan debt
load that’s crushing America, including some debt
you have that you might not know about.
You can expect the information in this chapter to
be a rude shock, especially if you have been ﬁnancially prudent and had thought you were debt-free.
But it’s vital to understand what’s going on, and how
this situation will boost gold’s price up to several
thousand dollars per ounce.
We’ll start with…
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The Dismal Financial Situation
of American Consumers
America is staggering under a growing load of
personal debt.

Figure 5-1: US household debt and other obligations
are skyrocketing.
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Less than 20 years ago, the average American
household paid a little more than 15 percent of
its disposable income in debt payments and other
obligations (such as car leases). That was already
an unhealthy level.
Today, that number is approaching 20 percent.
This is a jump of almost 25 percent in less than two
decades.
Consumer credit in particular is spiraling out
of control.

Even worse, in the last couple of years, the
American personal saving rate has been dipping in
and out of negative territory. This means that the
average American is now going further into debt
every year. The last period when this occurred was
the Great Depression.
Although many Americans are working longer
hours than ever before, often with both adults in
the household working full-time, it’s not enough.
Instead of building wealth for the future, we’re falling further and further into debt.
And that’s only our personal debt—the obligations we incur personally. Unfortunately, there are
other accumulating debts as well—debts that others are incurring for us, but that we will have to
repay.
Those obligations are collectively known as…

The US National Debt
Figure 5-2: Americans now owe over $2.5 trillion
in consumer debt, up by $1 trillion in just the last
8 years.
Small wonder that the personal saving rate has
plummeted. Most people have little money available to save.

Most of us know that the national debt is ballooning. However, few understand the size of this
monster—or the scale of the disaster that our ‘leaders’ in Washington have created for us.

Figure 5-4: Our skyrocketing national debt.
Figure 5-3: The US savings rate has a long-term
average of 8.3 percent, but has recently plummeted
to almost zero.
Without savings, Americans cannot invest in
large businesses, or start small ones of their own.
This is bad news for our economy, which requires
free ﬂows of capital and lots of small enterprises to
work smoothly. Plus, people cannot save for future
expenses (car repairs, home maintenance, etc.),
which means they will be forced to go further into
debt when these expenses occur.

The US national debt has hit incomprehensible
levels. As I write this, it’s $9.4 trillion, and still
climbing.
How much is $9.4 trillion? The $100 bill is the
largest note commonly used today, so let’s use it to
illustrate. $9.4 trillion would require a lot of $100
bills: 94 billion of them, in fact.
If you were to stack these on top of each other,
you’d see that…
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Our national debt
is equivalent to
a stack of $100 bills
over 6,379 miles high!
If we paid $1 per second toward this debt, it
would take more than 298,000 years to pay it all
off. (And that’s not including interest!)
Even expressed like this, it’s hard to understand the size of our debt. So let’s bring it down to
a more personal level.
The entire US population is 300 million people. This means that our national debt represents
$31,333 for every man, woman, and child in this
country.
Most people shrug when they hear about this
debt. “So what,” they answer. “Why should I care
what the government owes?”
We should care because we will be the ones
repaying this debt. The government has no money
of its own. It produces nothing of economic value.
Although it does provide some necessary services
(military protection, a courts system, and so on),
from an economic perspective these are expenses.
The government creates no wealth, and doesn’t
‘earn’ anything with which it could pay off this
debt.
No, this debt will be repaid by the only entities that actually create wealth in our economy—
American workers. You and me.
Yes, the obligation has been incurred in the
name of our government. But the government gets
all its revenue from us taxpayers, whether directly
(by taxation) or indirectly (by stealing purchasing
power from us via inﬂation, as we saw in the last
chapter).
This means that one way or the other, you and
I will be repaying our share of the national debt.
Remember, your personal share—the amount you
personally owe—is now $31,333.
If you are married, add another $31,333 for
your spouse. If you also have two children, then
your total obligations—which you will eventually
have to pay—are now $125,332.

I hope you have some money saved, because
that’s a humdinger of a bill coming due.
To make matters worse, your debt is still growing. Our national debt soars by an additional trillion every 20 months or so, which is an additional
$3,333 for you personally. Again, if you have a
spouse and/or children in your household, they’re
racking up debts too.
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While the Ship Sinks,
Washington Drills
More Holes in the Hull
Politicians of both political parties have thrown
a crushing debt load onto our backs. But rather
than working to lighten it, they’re piling on even
more.
We’re plunging further into debt by about $1.53
billion every day (including weekends and holidays). That’s $63.75 million every hour. $1.1 million every minute.
The spending orgy that goes on each year in
Washington is beyond disgusting. It’s also difﬁcult
to measure, thanks to the ingenious ways our Senators and Representatives have created to hide it all.
For example, a popular trick lately is to “air drop”
the spending into the bill after it’s been signed.
That way, Congress doesn’t have to vote on it, and
the President doesn’t have to sign it into law.
Nevertheless, organizations like the Citizens
Against Government Waste (CAGW) work to expose
the truth about government pork-barrel spending.
The latest edition of the CAGW’s “Pig Book” report
includes these outrages from our leaders in Washington…
$123,050 for a Mother’s Day Shrine in Grafton, West Virginia.
$3 million for The First Tee, a program to
teach young people how to play golf. (This was
inserted into the Defense Budget!)
$23 million for the National Drug Intelligence
Center (NDIC) in Pennsylvania, which is administered by the Department of Justice. Since 1992, we
have spent more than $509 million on the NDIC—
an operation which the DOJ itself wants to
close down, because its services are redundant
with other programs. But Congressman Jack
Murtha from Pennsylvania is forcing the DOJ to
keep it open—and forcing you to pay for it.
$7.8 million for 10 agricultural programs
in Wisconsin, including funds for the state’s
Dairy Business Association (DBA). Why are taxpayers from California to Florida being forced to
pay money to Wisconsin dairy farmers? Especially
when the DBA already has ﬁnancing from large
companies such as Monsanto, EcoLab, and Smithﬁeld Beef Group, which made $671.4 million in net
income in 2006?

$3.1 million to develop a shrimp farming
industry in the South.
$1.6 million for “oyster post harvest treatment” and dairy and poultry waste treatment in
Florida, along with money for the Green Institute,
an organization which sells “quality reclaimed and
green building materials.”
$3.5 million for six California agricultural projects, including money to grow greenhouse lettuce.
$19 million for community projects in
Alaska, including the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
of Alaska Eagle River, and the Native American/
Native Alaskan Liaison Ofﬁce. Why are taxpayers in the lower 48 states being forced to pay for
these?
$2.8 million for four local community projects in
Pennsylvania, including the Father’s Day Rally
Committee and the ‘Grands As Parents Very
Important People Program’ in Philadelphia.
$188,000 to help the University of Maine
develop ‘lobster dog biscuits’.
$2.4 million to renovate the Haddad Riverfront Park in West Virginia. What? You weren’t
planning on visiting this park during your lifetime?
Too bad. You’re paying for it anyway.
For that matter, you will also help pay for these
vital national priorities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Renovations to the State Theater in ‘historic’
Oroville, California.
Renovations to the Scottish Rite Temple in
Bloomington, Illinois.
Constructing a “Mule and Packers Museum” in
Bishop, California (population 3,575).
Deepening the harbor in Anchorage, Alaska.
‘Revitalizing’ the oysters in Delaware Bay.
A $100,000 gift to the Philadelphia Art Museum,
which already has net assets in excess of $300
million.
A $1,648,850 gift to the Shedd Aquarium in
Illinois, which already has a fund balance of
approximately $200 million. (We can thank
Senator Obama for this one.)
A $492,000 gift to Rolls Royce, to help develop
fuel cell technology. (The Rolls Royce group
made $1.2 billion in net proﬁts last year. Why
do you and I have to pay them this money?)
$49,000 to build a Woodbridge Historical
Museum in Woodbridge, New Jersey.
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The list goes on and on. We’re paying $1.6 million for a telescope in California to search for space
aliens… $98,000 to renovate the public golf course
in Indian Lake, New York… $800,000 for research
on extending the shelf life of vegetables… $147,000
to renovate the Western Mining and Railroad
Museum in Helper, Utah… $98,000 to develop a
walking tour of Boydton, Virginia (a ‘town’ with
only 474 residents, covering a mere .82 square
miles)… and many more besides these.
And that’s not even including the appropriations bordering on fraud, such as these:
•

•

•

The $500,000 upgrade to Barracks Row, which
is a ritzy neighborhood a few blocks away from
the US Capitol Building. Why does a ritzy neighborhood in Washington need money from you?
Well, Representative Jerry Lewis, who created
the earmark for this spending, admitted that
“…the return on the federal investment is difﬁcult to measure, but it’s truly immeasurable
in my mind’s eye.” Actually, it’s not difﬁcult to
measure at all—when you realize Rep. Lewis’
wife owns a residence a few blocks away from
Barracks Row.
The $7.9 million to clean up the Hunter’s Point
Naval Shipyard in California, which the San
Francisco 49ers are considering as a site for a
football stadium.
The $126,000 appropriation by Representative
Ralph Regula, which will go to the First Ladies
Museum in Canton, Ohio. Regula’s wife Mary
founded the museum, and his daughter Martha
is the director.

This is only a partial list of Washington’s
pork projects, but I won’t sicken you with any more.
(I’m angry and disgusted myself as I write this.)
You understand the point.
If a CEO ran a public company like our Congressional members run our country, the CEO would
have been thrown out onto the street—and probably into the slammer—long ago. Yet the spending
orgy in Washington continues, year after year.
And our national debt, already at monstrous
levels, has gone up another $11 million dollars in
the ten minutes or so it’s taken you to read this
chapter so far.
So Americans are groaning under two huge
debt loads: those they have incurred personally,
and those Washington has incurred for them.
And both personal and national debt levels will
affect gold prices!

Why Our Personal Debts Are
Bullish for Gold
Americans are suffocating under their personal
debt load. On average, we’re working longer hours
than ever before, while our standard of living is
going down.
This means that on average, Americans are
being forced to cut back on spending. However,
this prospect strikes fear into the hearts of politicians. Consumer spending accounts for about 70
percent of our economy, and Washington panics
when there’s even a slight hiccup in it.
Therefore, growing personal debt loads will
cause Washington to juice the economy more and
more. This is done by ‘injecting liquidity’ in various forms. Translation: the dollar will be inﬂated,
which (as we saw in the last chapter) will drive
gold up.

How the National Debt Will
Make Gold Prices Soar
We’ve seen how the US government has borrowed $9.4 trillion (so far). This means there are
outstanding bonds and other obligations of the US
Treasury, all of which add up to this amount.
But to whom do we owe all that money?
Much of it was borrowed from American investors, or various government agencies. But over
$2.3 trillion of it has been borrowed from foreigners (both private investors and governments). This
is a disaster in the making.
Here in the US, everything we buy and sell is
denominated in dollars. Therefore, most American
investors tend to ignore swings in our currency’s
value. For example, even though the dollar has
fallen against the euro, few investors have sold
their dollars and bought euros.
But this is not true for foreign governments
and investors. They are acutely aware of the falling dollar, and its impact on their portfolios.
For example, as I write this, the dollar has
fallen 23.8 percent against the euro in the last 24
months. Large foreign holders of American dollars
and dollar-denominated Treasuries have been battered by this plunge.
A 24 percent fall represents huge losses even
Gold and Energy Advisor
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for an individual investor. Now imagine a 24 percent loss when applied to a collective $2.3 trillion
in assets.
Foreign investors and governments alike have
been pounded as the greenback has fallen. Unsur-

Latest prices as GEA goes to press—
April 15, 2008
Comex spot silver contract:
Comex spot gold contract:
Nymex spot platinum:
Nymex spot palladium:
Nymex Light Sweet Crude Oil:

$
17.81
$ 928.50
$ 1,975.00
$ 450.00
$ 113.90

You Can Still Buy
High Quality Rare Investment Coins
at Approximately 30%
of Their Previous Highs
1904 $20 Liberty Gold Piece

Graded MS66 by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation
Only 187 Graded with 1 Higher
Price trend $19,500 (Last Auction Price)
Our Wholesale Price $18,995
1980’s High: $55,000

1898 $2.50 Liberty Gold Piece

Graded MS67 by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation
Only 25 Graded with 0 Higher
Price trend $10,000
Our Wholesale Price $9,750
1980’s High: $38,000

1900 $2.50 Liberty Gold Piece

Graded MS67 by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation
Only 12 Coins Graded with 1 Higher
Price trend $11,000
Our Wholesale Price $10,650
1980’s High: $40,000
Prices subject to change and/or availability.
Prices provided by Finest Known.

Put GOLD in your IRA

prisingly, several central bankers (for example,
bankers in Russia and China) have openly warned
the US that they want to start diversifying their
national reserves away from the dollar.
But these foreigners—especially those representing their governments—have a huge problem.
If a large holder decides to sell his greenbacks and/
or his dollar-denominated debt, the dollar will crater overnight.
First, the sale itself will push the dollar down.
The governments and investors still holding dollars will take steep losses, far above those they’ve
already taken.
Naturally, investors and government ofﬁcials
know this. Therefore, at the ﬁrst whiff of a big sale,
they’ll all stampede for the exits too. They’ll try to
dump their dollars before the greenback crashes
completely. Obviously, such a sell-off will destroy
the dollar’s value.
Nobody wants to be the ﬁrst to sell. After all,
whoever does will get blamed by the United States
for killing the dollar. This might even be viewed as
an act of war.
But nobody wants to be the last to sell, either.
Once the stampede begins, anybody who doesn’t
sell immediately will get trampled. So more and
more, foreign investors and central bankers are
eyeing each other nervously, watching to see if
anybody will make the ﬁrst move.
In a hair-trigger situation like this, a sell-off
seems inevitable eventually. Somebody somewhere
will make the ﬁrst move, or even say something
that’s misunderstood as an intention to sell.
My point is this. Once a mass dollar-dumping
occurs, a tsunami of greenbacks will hit the currency markets all at the same time. The dollar will
crash.
And gold, as a counter-dollar investment, will
explode upwards.
Not only that…

Gold Will Leap Up
Even If No Mass Sale Occurs!

Call (866) 697-GOLD (4653)
If You’re a Gold & Energy Advisor Subscriber
We Pay Your First Year’s Fees!
Call Now

In an economy where Congress is borrowing
$1.53 billion every single day, even a slowdown in
foreign lending will create serious trouble for our
economy.
If Congress can’t sell Treasury bonds to foreigners, it will sell them to the Federal Reserve instead.
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Of course, the Fed has no money to buy the bonds,
so it will have to create the money with its magic
checkbook. This means the dollar will be inﬂated.
And this means gold will still go up, even without a big dollar sale. Incidentally, there has been a
slowdown in foreigners lending to the United States
lately. So this scenario is looking more likely.
Whether a mass dollar-dumping occurs or not,
the national debt is a positive force for higher gold
prices. One way or another, the debt will push the
metal up.
But what if we somehow avoid a sell-off, while
paying off our debt? Won’t that avoid higher gold
prices?
No. That scenario is impossible. Here’s why.

Why Our Nation Will
Never Get Out of Debt
The information in this section might make you
uncomfortable. In fact, you might have a hard time
accepting it, because it is so far removed from ‘conventional wisdom.’
We’ve seen how politicians in Washington are
bankrupting our nation with drunken-sailor levels of spending. Personally, I don’t expect this will
ever change.
But even if it did, it wouldn’t really matter.
Even if Congress magically transformed itself into
a bastion of ﬁscal prudence, the United States of
America will never be able to pay off its national
debt.
I’m not saying our government will never have
the willpower or discipline to do so. I’m saying it’s
actually impossible to pay off our national debt.
Nor can our collective consumer debt ever be paid
off.
I hinted at this in the previous chapter, when I
asked: ‘where does money come from to pay interest on debt?’ Remember that under our current
ﬁnancial system, new money is created in one of
two ways:
•

The government sells a bond to the Federal
Reserve, which creates the money to buy it.

•

A bank makes a loan to somebody.

In both cases, somebody is borrowing money
(either the government or the bank customer). In
both cases, the loan has to be repaid plus interest.
In both cases, the interest payments will eventu-

Portfolio Update
In Update #484, we took proﬁts on our short
OXY put. We bought to cover/close the OXY $79
April put (OXYPN). We had originally sold at
$4.30, and bought it back at $1.60. This made $270
in just one week. For subscribers who bought the
stock instead of shorting the put, we recommended
selling it.
In Update #491, we issued instructions for
subscribers who wrote the Apache April 100 calls
(APADT). We rolled up our options to the May $110
calls (APAEB).

ally result in an even bigger loan being made to
somebody later.
Here’s an illustration—a game you can play
with your children, if you have any. In this game,
you will be the bank, and two other players (we’ll
call them Jack and Jill) will represent consumers
and businesses in the American economy.
The game begins when Jack and Jill each borrow $500 from you. You create the money by writing the number “$100” onto 10 different scraps of
paper, and handing ﬁve scraps each to both players. (Remember, banks create money from nothing
whenever they make loans.) The loan terms require
each player to repay you $600 later ($500 principal
plus $100 interest).
The players get to work. Jill decides to ‘build’ a
factory to make consumer goods. Since she needs
construction labor to do so, she hires Jack, paying him $100. Soon, the virtual factory is ﬁnished,
and she can ‘manufacture’ cars, TV sets, and other
products at will.
Jack has $600 now, but has no material goods.
As a consumer, though, he wants some. He decides
to buy a car and a TV set from Jill for $300.
Now Jill has $700, and Jack has $300. At this
point, the bank loans expire and you call them
due.
Jill pays you $600. She is debt-free, and has
$100 left over (along with a valuable factory). You
tear up her loan contract, along with ﬁve of the
six $100 bills (since this money was only created
temporarily), keeping the last $100 in interest as
your proﬁt.
Now it’s Jack’s turn to pay. However, Jack only
has $300, and a few depreciating consumer goods.
But he owes you $600.
Where will he get the money from? Jill comes
Gold and Energy Advisor
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to the rescue and offers Jack a job sweeping the
ﬂoors in the factory. She pays him $100 to do so.
You take pity on him too, and buy his used car and
TV set for $100.

system is built on debt, and is inherently inﬂationary. Except for minor, temporary blips upwards,
the dollar will sink in value every single year until
it’s eventually worth nothing.

Jack now has $500—literally all the money in
the world. He gives it to you, and you shred it and
credit $500 toward his loan. But Jack still owes
you $100. He needs more money to repay his debt.

All we can do is hope this is a slow, gentle process. Unfortunately, history tells us that currencies usually don’t die quietly. They usually blow
apart in a violent, catastrophic collapse. So far the
dollar has avoided this fate. If we’re lucky, it will
continue to do so.

Not only that, Jill is broke. Worse, Jill will stay
broke until Jack gets some money—because Jack
can’t buy any more consumer goods from her until
then.
You can see where this is going. Either Jack
or Jill (maybe both) will have to get another loan,
to get money circulating in the economy again. Of
course, that loan will eventually come due, with
even more interest that can’t be repaid until
another loan occurs.
This example is obviously about consumers
and businesses, but the same holds true on the
national level. Just replace “government and Federal Reserve” for “banks and consumers.” In both
cases, loans create money, along with an obligation
to repay more money later, which itself has to be
created from a new loan, etc.
That’s why I said that under our current ﬁnancial system…

It is Impossible for Us
to Ever Get Out of Debt
As individuals, we can be debt-free, at least if
we ignore our individual shares of the national debt.
(In the example above, Jill was able to do so.)
But collectively, American consumers can never
get out of debt. Nor can the United States government. Our entire ﬁnancial system is built on debt.
Every dollar in your pocket was borrowed into
existence by somebody. Ditto for every dollar in
every ﬁnancial account you have. Each one was created as a result of somebody going into debt. And
each one will disappear when that debt is repaid—
but it will leave behind an even bigger hole, which
will have to be ﬁlled with an even bigger debt.
Each time this cycle repeats, larger and larger
debts are incurred. Larger and larger waves of dollars are created, ﬂooding into the economy. Inﬂation wreaks its havoc, bleeding value out from your
ﬁnancial assets.
There’s no escape from this. Our entire ﬁnancial

Long term, the dollar will turn into toilet paper.
We can’t do anything about this. But we can prepare for it, and proﬁt from it, because…

Gold is a ﬁnancial asset that’s
outside of this debt pyramid!
As debt levels spiral upwards, and the dollar
plummets in value, gold should shoot upwards
even faster.
For example, there’s a story about a British
businessman traveling abroad during 1923. At
that time, the German economy was being ravaged
by the famous hyperinﬂation of the Mark during
that period.
Upon arriving in Germany, the businessman
walked into his hotel and, as was his habit from
previous trips, tipped the doorman with a sovereign
(a British coin containing about a quarter-ounce of
gold). The doorman stared at the coin in disbelief,
and said, “Mein Herr, you have just bought this
entire hotel.”
That doorman had seen his nations’ currency
destroyed in just a few months. And gold reached
levels that had been unimaginable just a year or
two earlier.
We can hope the dollar’s fate is less dramatic
than this. But in this chapter, we’ve seen how our
personal and national debts have ballooned to
monstrous levels.
In the worst case, this will trigger a catastrophic dollar sell-off by foreign governments and
investors, crashing our currency in short order.
Even if we somehow avoid that, we can anticipate
a constant inﬂation of the dollar, year after year,
until its value approaches the cost of the paper it’s
printed on.
However it works out, we know one thing for
certain. Gold will be at many multiples of its current value!
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